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A typical mobile visual search (MVS) application generally follows
the client-server architecture. Query images or these descriptors are
transmitted from the mobile client to the remote server via the wire-
less network, to retrieval similar images from the database maintained
in the server. Due to bandwidth constrained wireless networks, trans-
mission latency is a bottleneck in present MVS. In some recent works,
progressive transmission strategies have been proposed to reduce the
transmission latency. The two main concerns in the progressive trans-
mission are finding a proper priority of transmission and making up the
recognition rate caused by the transmission loss. To address the two
issues, a novel MVS framework is proposed in this paper, consisting of
two main parts: a new progressive transmission model based on image
saliency (MVSS) and a new matching metric designing for matching
silent parts with whole images. Many experiments have been done on
the public Stanford image set to evaluate the proposed MVSS system,
and the results demonstrate that our framework not only reduces the
transmission latency but also achieves a better retrieval accuracy, when
comparing with the existing progressive transmission mechanisms.

Keywords: Saliency; bag of words; distance algorithm; mobile visual search;
image retrieval

1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, mobile terminals including smart phones and tablet PCs
have significantly improved in the areas of communications and multimedia
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FIGURE 1
Component of latency.

[12, 21]. These devices are equipped with high-resolution cameras, touch
screens and high-performance CPUs, which provide a perfect platform for
Mobile Visual Search (MVS). MVS applications typically follow a client-
server architecture. On the client side, a query photo taken by a user is
then transmitted to the server. According to the content received, the server
retrieves relevant information from its maintained photo database, and gives
the feedback to the client mobile at last. Although some applications have
been in business for a while, such as Google Goggles [1], Kooaba [2] and
Layar [3], there are still some challenges performing mobile visual search.
One of the biggest challenges is how to decrease the responding latency in
both industry and academia [14].

Generally, there are three parts of the responding latency: client-side
processing, transmission and server-side processing [25]. Because the data
is transmitted via a bandwidth constrained wireless link, the transmission
becomes the most time consuming part as depicted in Figure 1. That is to
say, the performance of an MVS system usually heavily depends on how
much data will be transmitted over the network. Many methods have been
proposed in literature, concentrating on how to reduce the size of transmitted
data. It has been shown that sending feature vectors or descriptors instead of
original images is more efficient [14]. Thus, typical MVS system flow could
be summarized as shown in Figure 2. Various presented image descriptors
can be used in the feature extraction process.

The state-of-art visual descriptor is scale invariant feature transform
(SIFT), which is also the most matured descriptor. However, the size of a
SIFT descriptor is larger than other descriptors, even larger than the cap-
tured image sometimes, which makes it inappropriate to be directly used in
MVS systems. Thus, many subsequent publications concentrate on how to
reduce the 128-dimension SIFT descriptor into lower dimensional spaces,
such as Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) SIFT [11], Similarity Sensitive
Coding (SSC) SIFT [20] and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) SIFT
[16]. There are also some other low-bit rate descriptors such as: Speeded-Up
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FIGURE 2
MVS flow.

Robust Features (SURF) [7], Gradient Location and Orientation Histogram
(GLOH) [17] and Compressed Histogram of Gradients (CHoG) [8].

Another direction to decrease the responding latency is to improve the
conventional pipeline by using a progressive transmission strategy. The
method proposed by Chandrasekhar [9] extracts CHoG features, and then
sorts the descriptors by Hessian responses. Those descriptors with higher
Hessian response have higher priority, which means they will be transmitted
first. The server begins to match the features when the first several descrip-
tors arrive. However, this method does not take the geometric information
in the captured image into consideration. In [25], a progressive transmis-
sion method is proposed based on geometric context preserving. Using this
method, the captured image is divided into several blocks and features in
the same block are transmitted as a unit. Compared to the previous transmit-
ting strategy [9], the proposed strategy increases the retrieval rate, meanwhile
reduces the responding latency to some extent. However, coherent regions
might be segmented into different blocks sometimes, which does not con-
form to the mechanism of human visual systems.

Given an image, human visual system tends to find the most informa-
tive regions and analyses the content of these regions, which are usually
called salient regions in computer vision. Motivated by this observation, a
progressive transmission strategy is presented in this paper based on image
saliency. Upon capturing the image, we compute the saliency value of each
pixel by the spectral residual approach [15] and divide the pixels into differ-
ent saliency levels. After that, the feature points on the image are detected
and these descriptive feature vectors are computed and then transmitted to
the server. To decrease the responding latency, the computing and transmit-
ting processes proceed in order of the saliency levels of the feature points, and
this process will stop if an appropriate result is retrieved. SIFT descriptors are
used in the experiment since SIFT is the most matured and its implementa-
tion is free on the Internet. The other state-of-art descriptors such as SURF
and CHoG are also tested in the experiments.
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Our main contributions can be summarized in three parts:

� Compared to the previous progressive transmission methods [9, 25], our
presented strategy follows the mechanism of the human visual system,
which can preserve the coherent regions in the image as a whole and effec-
tively reduces the responding latency.

� In the classic Bag of Words (BoW) framework, images are encoded into
global histograms to perform matching. Towards matching the transmit-
ted silent regions and images in the database, we present a new distance
measure, considering different magnitudes between these two kinds of his-
tograms, which achieves a higher matching rate.

� Extensive experiments have been done on the public Stanford image date
set, demonstrating that the proposed MVSS system generally outperforms
the baseline method (sending all the feature vectors) and other progressive
transmission methods in terms of recognition rate and responding latency.

2 DESCRIPTOR TRANSMISSION MODEL BASED ON
SALIENCY

As explained in [25], points in the same object usually have similar fea-
ture information. The block-by-block transmission is an effective method to
reduce the size of data transmitted, but also keeps geometric context infor-
mation [14]. However, some mistakes can be made by roughly using grid
lines to divide the captured image as shown in Figure 3. Points in the same
object are divided into three blocks, which will break the geometric context.

FIGURE 3
The mistakes caused by division.
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 4
The original image (a) and its saliency map (b).

According to the characteristics of the human visual system, we propose a
more reasonable transmission model based on image saliency.

Actually, various kinds of saliency detection methods have been presented
in the literature [5], which are related to many applications, such as object
recognition, automatic image cropping and image/video compressing. In this
paper, we choose the saliency detection based on spectral residual (SR) pre-
sented in [15], because it can be implemented on a mobile terminal rapidly
and easily. Given an image, its spectral residual(SR) is defined as the differ-
ence between the log spectrum of the image and the averaged log spectrum
of sample natural images. The saliency map of the original image can be
obtained by transforming spectral residual into spatial domain as shown in
Figure 4, which is then used to determine the different levels of importance
for the content in the image. We will give a detailed description of the pro-
posed MVSS system in the following sections.

2.1 Client-side
Upon obtaining the captured image, the saliency values are computed by the
mentioned SR approach for each image pixel. That is to say, a saliency matrix
with the same size as the captured image has been obtained. Then M levels of
salient regions which look like a terrace are determined by selecting different
quantiles as shown in Figure 5. For example, we set level 4, which represents
the top 20% salient region, and level 3 represents the top 40% salient region,
then the rest can be done in the same manner. Particularly, level 0 represents
the original image. Then from the figure below, we can see that different
levels generally mean different significances. The higher levels we select, the
more salient regions we will get. Content in the several most salient regions
reflect the most significant sensory information of the image.
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Level 4 Level 3

Level 2 Level 1

FIGURE 5
Different levels of salient regions.

The above saliency detection process is unsupervised. To improve the
accuracy of the detection result, the salient regions can also be further delin-
eated by mobile users themselves. This operation is an optional process, and
can be easily realized on touch screens. Regions selected by the user are
the ones they really care about and want to retrieve from the server. Conse-
quently, the selected regions will be superimposed and gave higher saliency
values.

Upon obtaining the saliency values of the query image as described above,
the next step is computing image descriptors. In our framework, we use SIFT
descriptors to represent images, which can preserve more information than
other low-dimensional feature descriptors and compression coding. Although
SIFT is a high-dimensional descriptor, only the descriptors in salient regions
are transmitted in order to reduce the transmission latency. SIFT computation
consists of two steps: feature points detection and feature vector computation.
As the first step is fast and the second one is somehow time consuming, we
detect all the feature points on the image at once and compute the feature
vector for each point in order of its saliency level. That is to say, the feature
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FIGURE 6
The bag of words framework.

vectors for points with higher saliency values are computed before the ones
with lower values.

Features are then compressed and transmitted to the server at once. Fea-
tures of the points belonging to the same saliency level are transmitted in one
group. The server starts or restarts the retrieval process when it receives a
complete group of features. There is usually no need to transmit all the fea-
tures before the right feature matching is achieved. So our transmission mech-
anism can greatly reduce the amount of transmitted data, and then decrease
the transmission latency.

2.2 Server-side
Due to the high performance of the server-side, we choose the BoW frame-
work [22] to perform the feature matching task. The BoW framework uti-
lizes the inverted index method which is widely used to retrieve large image
databases rapidly and effectively. And this framework can be described in
Figure 6.

At first, SIFT feature vectors are extracted for all the reference images in
the database and constitute the training set. Then, a vocabulary or codebook is
constructed by clustering the training vectors into k words. This process can
be implemented by many quantization approaches, such as K-means [13],
Approximate K-means (AKM) [19], Hierarchical K-means (HKM) [18].
AKM is chosen to be used in the experiment since it can handle large data
sets. The size of codebook k is generally set based on the size of the training
vectors. With a reasonable k, the result can be both accurate and efficient. It
is noted that smaller codebooks always have less distinguishing ability but
the larger ones will contain noise words.

The second step is building the index. Inspired by text retrieval, the refer-
ence images can also be inverted by their visual words. Thus, when retriev-
ing images, a query image q only needs to match with the reference images
inverted by the words occurring in q , which will heavily reduce the match-
ing time. To efficiently match the query image and a reference image, both
images are represented as vectors of word frequencies in the codebook. This
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is generally called the encoding process which encodes the local features into
a spatial global histogram.

To improve the accuracy of the distance between two histograms, normal-
ization of the histograms should be done first. Term frequency-inverse doc-
ument frequency (tf-idf) normalization is a state-of-the-art method. Specif-
ically speaking, for each word ki in the vocabulary, its weighted word fre-
quency is computed as followed:

ti = nid

nd
log

N

ni
(1)

A detailed discussion of these parameters is included in [22]. The normal-
ization includes all the reference images in the database. Although the first
two steps are time consuming, they only need to be carried out offline, which
means the process would not produce any latency during retrieval.

Once a group of features F is received from the mobile terminal, F will
be encoded into a global histogram q according to the pre-built codebook.
Then q is normalized by Equation 1. After that, the similarity of the query
image and the reference image can be represented by the distance between
their corresponding histograms. The traditional distance measure includes L1

distance, L2 distance, cos distance and so on. Since F is only a small part of
the original feature set, the query histogram generally will have less magni-
tude than the reference histogram. Using the above distance measure directly
leads to low accuracy in practices. We present a new distance measure to
overcome the above problem.

D(q, r ) = 1
∑

i∈I min(q̂i , ri ) ∗ ∑
i∈I max(q̂i , ri )

, (2)

q̂i = qi
∑

i∈I ri
.

where q and r are the query histogram and the reference histogram in the
database. Set I is the index set of visual words occurring in q, which obvi-
ously is a subset of the index set of the codebook. From Equation 2, we can
see the D(q, r ) will reach a local minimum when

∑
i∈I min(q̂i , ri ) approx-

imates to
∑

i∈I max(q̂i , ri ), which implies the query histogram q finding a
similar part {ri |i ∈ I } in the reference histogram r . Meanwhile, D(q, r ) tends
to have a large value as

∑
i∈I ri increases which reflects that r has more fea-

tures similar to q . The following experimental results in Section 3 demon-
strate that the new distance measure outperforms other existing measures in
most cases, and is more suitable to match histograms with different magni-
tudes.
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Finally, the reference images are ranked by distances between them and
the query image via Equation 2. Generally, in order to improve the retrieval
rate, some candidate images are chosen and processed with the spatial check-
ing process. RANSAC [10] is a state-of-art checking method which is also
used in this paper to remove the erroneously matched points. After RANSAC
checking, we get the most similar candidate images to the query image, and
and provide this feedback to the users.

Note that when the first group of feature descriptors reaches the server,
the server-side processing begins. As shown in Figure 6, the processing does
not stop until the server finds the right match or no match at all after the last
group of features is retrieved. Since the right match will mostly be obtained
in the early groups containing more salient image information, the proposed
MVSS system can reduce retrieval time and transmission latency greatly.

3 EXPERIMENT AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Due to the unstable network bandwidth in a realistic environment, we choose
to do the MVS experiments on a PC. The experiments are carried out on
a computer with a Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-2130 3.4GHz CPU and 2GB of
memory. The code is implemented in MATLAB 2012b with some parts writ-
ten in C with MEX interface. The implementation of SIFT, SR and BOW
are based on the VLFeat toolbox [23], Spectral/Phase-based Visual Saliency
toolbox [4] and Caltech’s Large Scale Image Search toolbox [6] respectively,
which are all publicly available in the Internet.

Scale and constitution: The Stanford data set, which is well known in
MVS, contains over 3269 images and these images cover eight different cat-
egories. They are book covers, business cards, cd covers, dvd covers, land-
marks, museum paintings, print and video frames. These categories all con-
sist of two parts: query images and reference images. The reference images
can be regarded as standard, and the query images to be retrieved are taken
by different mobile terminals. There are in total 2677 images captured from
mobile phone cameras and 592 images from Canon digital cameras.

Since the transmission latency is difficult to simulate on a PC, we can
estimate the transmission latency by measuring the amount of data needed
to be transmitted. For each category, we regard the query images as captured
by a mobile terminal, and the reference images are constituted into a photo
database as the sever side maintains. The retrieval rates in each category are
computed respectively. The original SIFT+BoW method is chosen to be a
baseline method.

In the following, we describe the parameters used in the experiments. For
all experiments, each image is converted to gray-scale format with a fixed size

370i-MVLSC˙V1 9
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FIGURE 7
Sample images in the Stanford data set. Note that the first row contains the reference images,
while the last four rows are the query images. All eight categories are presented here.

(width 640 pixels), keeping the original image aspect ratio. All the parame-
ters used in SIFT feature point detection and feature vector computation are
chosen to be the default options.

When encoding the local feature vectors to the vocabulary by the AKM
method, the vocabulary size k is an important parameter. It is pointed out
that larger vocabularies generally lead to higher accuracy. In our experiment,
we set k = 30K as the default case. Upon obtaining the saliency value of
each pixel in the image, all the pixels are classified into M = 5 levels. In
the RANSAC spatial checking process, we select t = 20 proximal reference
images for each captured image to do the RANSAC checking and select the
one with the highest score.

3.1 The performance analysis of the vocabulary size k
The vocabulary size k will directly affect the effectiveness of the subsequent
indexing process, matching process, and then the final retrieval rate. As is
known that a proper k is related to the size of data set. Larger vocabularies
tend to have higher accuracy. However, with the growing size of vocabularies,
the time complexity of the matching process will grow too.

To select a proper k for the Stanford data set, we set k =
{10K , 15K , . . . , 55K , 60K } and do the retrieval experiments using the base-
line method with all the other parameters chosen in the default case. The aver-
age retrieval rate of all the eight categories are shown in Figure 8. From the
results, we can see that even when a vocabulary size of k at 60K is selected,
the recognition rate still appears to be increasing, which suggests that further
gains could be achieved by increasing k.

370i-MVLSC˙V1 10
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FIGURE 8
The chart of average result.

Meanwhile, it should be noted that the average retrieval rate grows fast
with k growing before k = 30K , and the growth is slower after k = 30K .
Thus, k = 30K is a proper choice considering both the efficiency and accu-
racy. So we set k = 30K as the default value in the experiment.

3.2 Relation between the saliency level and its transmitted data size
In this experiment, we extract SIFT descriptors from all query images and
transmit them in the order of their saliency levels. That is to say, the selected
SIFT descriptors with higher saliency levels will be delivered by the network
earlier. As the transmission latency heavily depends on the amount of SIFT
descriptors transmitted over the network, it is interesting to know the relation
between a saliency level Mi and the corresponding transmitting data size Ni

in this level.
After computing the saliency values of the current query image, we

equally divide the saliency values into 10 different levels indicated as Mi , i =
0, . . . , 9. Thus, the image pixels are segmented into 10 non-overlapping
regions based on the pixels’ saliency levels. Let N and Ni represent the num-
ber of SIFT feature points in the query image and i-th segmented regions
respectively. Noticing the region may not be a connected area, but it is easy
to count the number of SIFT feature points in each region. Ni can be used to
measure the amount of transmission data in the saliency level Mi .

For each query image in the Stanford data set, the transmission ratio of the
descriptors in each saliency level Mi is computed by Equation 3

Ri = Ni

N
, (3)

370i-MVLSC˙V1 11
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FIGURE 9
The mean value of the saliency level and corresponding Ri .

The average transmission ratio in each saliency level among all the images
are illustrated in Figure 9, which shows that the relationship between saliency
level and corresponding Ri is approximately linear. That is, when the saliency
level turns higher, the corresponding Ri will low down with similar portion.

This experiment demonstrates that saliency level is inversely proportional
to the quantity of transmitted descriptors, and our method can indeed reduce
the data size transmitted through the network. For instance, if the server finds
the right match with level 9, our method can achieve nearly 90 percent reduc-
tion on transmission latency.

3.3 Analysis on retrieval rate and the saliency level
In this section, we compare our method with the baseline method (SIFT +
BOW) in Figure 10 and Figure 12. Although the saliency level is chosen as
5 in the MVSS system, we set the saliency level to 10 in the experiments to
see the relationship of retrieval rate and saliency level. The vocabulary size
k is set to 30K , and all the other parameters are chosen in default cases. The
horizontal ordinate represents saliency level M which means transmitting the
SIFT descriptors in the first M saliency levels to do the retrieval experiment.
The ordinate represents the corresponding retrieval rate.

From Figure 10, we can see that our method performs better than the base-
line method on seven categories of data sets. However, it is less effective
on landmarks. With more experiments, we notice that our method does not
perform well on landmarks not only because of the bad performance of the
baseline method but also because the saliency regions are not extracted cor-
rectly. This phenomenon is called the “saliency reversal” problem in [24].

370i-MVLSC˙V1 12
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museum paintings landmarks print video frames

FIGURE 10
The contrast between our method and baseline method.

Saliency reversal is caused by mistakes that regard the background as the
foreground. The images in Figure 11 selected from the category of land-
marks, are instances of “saliency reversal”. Cars are the main body of the
selected regions in the first three salience levels. However, the actual retrieval
object is the building. We will optimize our method to overcome this problem
in our future research.

Figure12 shows the average result on the Stanford data set. We can see
that the retrieval rate of our method first increases and then decreases, with
the increase of the salience level M . The reason is that when M is higher
than 6, with the increase of M , the salient regions become smaller and the
descriptors transmitted to the server decrease as well. Then fewer descriptors

FIGURE 11
The “saliency reversal” problem. Take saliency level 7 for example. These two pictures are from
landmarks on Stanford.
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FIGURE 12
The average result.

bring a lower retrieval rate. However, if the right matches are not achieved at
level 6, with salience level M decreasing further, the noisy descriptors in the
background are transmitted. Then the retrieval rate will decrease. We can see
that when we M is set to 6, the retrieval rate is much higher than the base-
line method. Thus, after transmitting the descriptors in the first four salience
levels, we will probably obtain the right match. In fact, the descriptors trans-
mitted for an image amount to only one third or fewer of all of its descriptors.

3.4 Analysis on the proposed distance measure
To further discuss the performance of our distance measure defined in Equa-
tion 2, we compare this new measure with the most commonly used mea-
sures: L1 distance, L2 distance and cos distance. When matching the his-
tograms, many distance measures are presented in the literature. To make a
fair experiment, all the other parameters are chosen in the default cases. The
only difference is the normalization method before the computation of each
distance. When computing L2 distance and cos distance of a query histogram
and a reference histogram, both of the histograms are preformed with L2 nor-
malization first. Meanwhile, L1 normalization is chosen for L1 distance and
our distance. The retrieval rates and the average retrieval rates on the eight
categories utilizing the different distance algorithms are shown in Figure 13
and Figure 14, respectively.

From the bar graph, we can see that our distance measure achieves the
highest retrieval rates when the salience level M is higher than 2, on the
contrary, achieves lower retrieval rates than L1 distance when M is lower
than 2. This means that when only a small part of all descriptors is encoded,

370i-MVLSC˙V1 14
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museum paintings landmarks print video frames

FIGURE 13
The contrast between our distance measure and other distance measures.

the proposed distance tends to achieve higher retrieval rate and preform better
than other algorithms. Thus, the proposed distance is more likely to find the
right match with a small number of feature descriptors transmitted at the first
several salience levels. In this case, our distance algorithm is proved to be
more appropriate for our saliency transmission method.

3.5 Experiments with CHoG and SURF
In this part, we further verify the effectiveness of our optimized transmission
model based on saliency with different visual descriptors. As described in

FIGURE 14
The average result.
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business cards book covers cd covers dvd covers

museum paintings landmarks print video frames

FIGURE 15
The retrieval rate on Stanford dataset. The parameters are equal to those of the previous experi-
ment, except that the descriptor is changed to CHoG.

Section 1, there are some kinds of low-bit rate descriptors in the field of image
retrieval research. In this section, we choose two of the most representative
low-bit rate descriptors to serve as contrasts to the state-of-art visual descrip-
tor SIFT. CHoG is proposed by Chandrasekhar [8]. They first exploit the
underlying gradient statistics, then they use tree coding techniques to quan-
tize the histograms into low bit-rate feature descriptors. SURF by Bay [7]
works by way of relying on integral images for image convolutions and build-
ing on the strengths of the leading existing detectors and descriptors.

In order to do a fair experiment, all parameters are set to the same as in
the baseline method. In the descriptor extraction step, we extract the CHoG
descriptors and SURF descriptors utilizing the existing toolbox provided by
the authors. As in the previous experiments, descriptors in the higher saliency
region are transmitted preferentially. And in the histogram distance calcula-
tion step, our modified distance measure is also employed to match the trans-
mission strategy based on saliency. The results of the two experiments are
represented respectively by Figure 15 and Figure 16.

One can see that our optimized transmission model can improve the
retrieval rate on experiments both with CHoG and SURF. Although our trans-
mission strategy does not get the expected results on some individual cate-
gories, the average result can still reach a satisfactory level. Figure 17 shows
the average retrieval rates of CHoG and SURF, from which we can notice
that our transmission strategy improves the average retrieval rate by about
2%. This experiment illustrates that our progressive transmission model is
a universally applicable method which can be widely used with all kinds of
visual descriptors.
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FIGURE 16
The retrieval rate on the Stanford dataset. The parameters are equal to those of the previous
experiment, except that the descriptor is changed to SURF.

3.6 The comprehensive experiment
Finally, we combine our saliency transmission method with the new distance
algorithm as the final MVSS system to do some experiments, and to show
the overall performance of the MVSS system. We compare our MVSS sys-
tem with the original SIFT + BoW method (baseline), Salience SIFT + BOW
method. L1 distance is used in these latter two methods since it outperforms
other distance measures in the experiments. And our distance measure as
introduced above is used in our MVSS system. RANSAC is also utilized
for all the three methods here to improve the retrieval rate. The data set of

(a) (b)

FIGURE 17
The average retrieval rate of two widely used descriptors. (a) shows the average retrieval rate of
CHoG and (b) shows the average retrieval rate of SURF.
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Saliency level 0 1 2 3 4

book covers 95.30% 96.29% 97.28% 97.03% 94.55%
business cards 94.50% 95.50% 96.00% 94.75% 87.75%
cd covers 93.00% 94.75% 95.50% 95.25% 91.50%
dvd covers 88.00% 89.00% 89.25% 89.00% 85.75%
museum paintings 92.58% 94.23% 94.51 % 95.88 % 93.41%
print 57.25% 59.00% 67.75% 69.50% 73.00%
video frames 93.75% 96.50% 96.25% 97.25% 97.00%

Average 87.77% 89.32% 90.93% 91.24% 88.99%

TABLE 1
MVSS system.

Saliency level 0 1 2 3 4

book covers 94.55% 94.55% 94.55% 94.55% 94.55%
business cards 94.00% 94.00% 94.00% 94.00% 94.00%
cd covers 92.50% 92.50% 92.50% 92.50% 92.50%
dvd covers 88.00% 88.00% 88.00% 88.00% 88.00%
museum paintings 93.41% 93.41% 93.41% 93.41% 93.41%
print 65.00% 65.00% 65.00% 65.00% 65.00%
video frames 93.00% 93.00% 93.00% 93.00% 93.00%

Average 88.64% 88.64% 88.64% 88.64% 88.64%

TABLE 2
Original SIFT + BoW.

Saliency level 0 1 2 3 4

book covers 94.55% 95.79% 96.78% 95.79% 94.06%
business cards 94.00% 94.25% 94.75% 94.75% 86.50%
cd covers 92.50% 94.50% 95.00% 94.25% 90.75%
dvd covers 88.00% 89.25% 89.25% 88.75% 85.75%
museum paintings 93.41% 93.68% 94.51% 95.05% 94.23%
print 65.00% 65.50% 70.00% 72.75% 72.00%
video frames 93.00% 94.75% 95.25% 96.25% 97.25%

Average 88.64% 89.67% 90.79% 91.08% 88.65%

TABLE 3
Saliency SIFT + BoW.

landmarks is proved to be inappropriate to our MVSS system in the experi-
ments before, so we do not take it into consideration in this part. The results
are shown in Table 1 2 3 and Figure 18.

As depicted in Table 1, the retrieval rate of our method further improves
with RANSAC. The retrieval rates on those categories are all higher than
the original SIFT + BoW method and the highest retrieval rate can reach as
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FIGURE 18
The average result.

high as 97.28%. And the average result shows that when the saliency level
is level 4, the retrieval rate is a little higher than the original SIFT + BoW
method. When the saliency level is level 3, our MMVS system gets the high-
est retrieval rate.

Experiments have shown that our method can highly improve the match-
ing rate with fewer feature descriptors on those kinds of images with
salient objects. Our method can indeed decrease the transmission latency and
increase the retrieval rate at the same time. These distinguishing character-
istics and advantages make our method very suitable for retrievals of clear
targets in MVS.

4 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a progressive transmission model for image descrip-
tors in MVS based on image saliency. Descriptors in different salient regions
are transmitted to the server in the order of their salience levels. In that case,
we always achieve the right match with fewer descriptors rather than all
the descriptors transmitted. Thus, the transmission latency can be decrease
greatly. Meanwhile, without the noisy descriptors in the background region,
higher retrieval rates are obtained. Moreover, on the server side, to match
the two kinds of histogram encodings by the transmitted salient regions and
images, we present a modified matching measure which further increases the
retrieval rate, Extensive experiments on the Stanford data set have shown that,
the proposed MVSS system indeed has lower transmission latency and higher
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retrieval rate compared with the classic MVS system. In future research, we
will focus on designing light descriptors for MVS. Furthermore, since the
Stanford data set is a relatively small one, we will prepare to do experiments
on some larger data sets in the future.
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